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A comparison of two methods of inflation adjustment
1. Introduction
In 1997, EC member states will have to fulfil a number of conditions in order to be
allowed entrance into the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). It is not an absolute
touchstone, but a relative one: inflation may not be 1.5 q-points higher than the average
of the three member states with the lowest inflation. In 1992 these three states had an
average rate of inflation of about 3 percent. On average the member states had an
inflation rate of 4.5 percent~~ which means that in some member states inflation was
much higher than the allowed 4.5 percent.
The persistence of inflation shows that paying attention to the relation between
inflation and taxation is still of practical importance. In this paper, we report the results
of a study conducted on the relation between inflation and the taxation of companies.
Three factors determine what influence inflation has on the effective tax burden on
companies: a) the way the tax base is calculated, b) the time lag between the time profits
were generated and the moment the tax on these profits was paid and c) whether the tax
scales are indexed or not in the case of progressive tax rates. This article addresses the
question of how the tax base has to be calculated in order to ensure that only real profits
are taxed leaving out illusory profits (and losses).
In the literature the so-called constant purchasing power (CPP) approach is often
defended as a method by which inflation-neutral taxation of companies can be reached. In
this paper we will not discuss this conclusion. Instead we will concentrate on whether the
Dutch net equity deduction gives a good approximation of the results of CPP. Knowing
this is important because this ínflation adjustment method is a very simple one. The
starting point in calculating the tax base is the profit and loss account and the balance
sheet on historic cost basis. However, in times of inflation, companies are allowed to
deduct from their historic cost profit a sum that is equal to equity on historic cost basis
multiplied by the rate of inflation in consurnption prices.2~ The combination of historic
cost profit (HCP) and the deduction, will hereafter be abbreviated as NED.
tt OECD, Economic Outlook, Dcc. 1993.
In reality the decluction rate and the inFlation rate were never exactly IinkeJ. However, in our analysis
of NED, we will suppose that the first rate is exactly equal to the second rate.
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This paper is organized in the following way: first we present a scheme for classify-
ing and describing different techniques and systems that are or can be employed to adjust
taxable profits for the inflation rate (section 2). Next we present a model to analyze the
factors that determine the differences in outcome between CPP and NED (section 3). On
the basis of this model, we estimate the extent to which CPP is approximated by NED.
This is done for three different inflation patterns. One of these is the actual (average) rate
of inflation in consumption prices of EC member states during the period 1981-1990
(section 4). Conclusions are presented in section 5.
2. A scheme for classifying the inflation adjustment techniques
In this section we will present an overview of the different ways for adjusting taxable
profits for inflation. This is done for two reasons: l. to show the place of CPP and NED
in ihe whole of possible tneasures; 2. to classify the methods of inflation adjustment that
are used in practice.
We discern comprehensive and partial methods of inflation adjustment and inflation
adjustment by intention and as a byproduct of other measures.
2.1 Influtinit adjusmu~nts nf tutu! prufrt
Total protits of companies consist of the sum of annual profits and capital gains plus the
profit made on liquidation. The last profit can arise when a company is sold or liquidated.
Capital gains are only considered to be taxable when realised. We will consider [otal
taxable profits as adjusted effectively for inflation if price increases do not influence this
profit expressed in constant prices. Because we focus on the total profit that flows
ultimately to equity holders, the relevant price index to use here is that of consumpti-
on.3~ Furthermore, it is important to note that in calculating total profits at constant
prices, the various amounts are aggregated without taking into account the time factor.
Thus, no present value calculations based on the market interest are made. In this way the
interest advantage resulting from taxing only realized capital gains is neglected. We will
return to this in our analysis of CPP and NED.
There are two methods to prevent intlation from having an impact on the real value
of [otal taxable profit:
a. by an annual adjustment of the balance sheet and the profit and loss account along the
CPP line in which the developments within the current year are also taken into
3) For this reaam a system like current cost accounting is left out of consideration. This system takes co-
mpanies as going concerns as a starting point and therefore adjusts taxable protits on the basis of the
specific price indexes of assets for the inflation rate.
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account. This means, for instance, that an inflation adjustment is also made for a debt
increase during the year. We will not analyze this rigid variant of CPP. In our
analysis only the annual opening balance sheets are adjusted, leaving out the develop-
ments during the year. When the intlation level is not too high, this simplification
dces not cause a very big divergence from the correct result.
b. By applying the NED deduction on taxable profits on historic cost basis every year.
However, this method has to be seen as an approximation of a full inflation adjust-
ment.
2.2 Partial adjustments
These adjustments only concern a part of annual taxable profits. They can be divided into
two types. First, there are inflation adjustments of a part of the annual historic cost profit.
These adjustments defer a part of the mere nominal profits to a later moment in time
without influencing the swn of historic cost profits itself. As a consequence, total profit at
constant prices declines. This happens, for instance under the LIFO system. Secondly,
there are downward adjustments of a part of total historic cost profits; for instance, by
adjusting capital gains for inflation.
2..3 Inflatinn adju.cnncnts by intcntion and as u hyprocluct
Inflation adjustment systems can be intentional and (only) by effect. Inflation adjustment
sys[ems by effect are introduced for other reasons, the inflation adjustmen[ is only a
byproduct. For instance, accelerated depreciation is often introduced as an investment
incentive, but can also be considered as an intlation adjustment concerning fixed assets.
3 Inflation adjustment systems in the European Community
In this section, we will present a short inventory of inflation adjustment systems existing
in the European Community. In most EC countries, inflation adjustment methods are
partial and concern the treatment of capital gains and stocks.
.3.1 Treannent of' cuPita! gains
According to the Ruding Committee Report4~, three types of adjustment exist in Europe:
an inflation adjustment of nominal capital gains, taxation of nominal capital gains at a
Europr.an Communities-Commission Report, Report of the Commission of Independent Experts on
Company Taxation, Luxembourg, 1992. ("The Ruding Commission Report")
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special rate and a tax deferral if capital gains are reinvested. These adjustments apply to
realized capital gains; non-realized gains are not taxed at all.
Inflation adjustment is practised in Ireland, Portugal and the United Kingdom. A
special rate often depends on the holding period of the asset. For instance, in Ireland after
a holding period of less than three years, the tax rate is SOq, from three to six years it is
35q and from six and more years, 30qo. Special rates also exist in Belgium, Greece and
France. Tax deferral is allowed in all European countries with the exception of Denmark,
Greece, France and Italy.
3.2 Trea~ment of srocks
The Ruding Committee Report recommends the introduction of a free but irrevocable
choice between FIFO, LIFO, average cost or base stock for business enterprises. At the
moment most countries allow LIFO; only Spain, France, Ireland and the United Kingdom
do not. Base stock is only allowed in the Netherlands.
3.3 Other mc:usurc~s
In Denmark in the period 1982-1990 indexation of the depreciation base of fixed assets
was applied.s~ During periods of high inflation, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese tax law
apply incidental fiscal revaluation of business assets. Revaluation means that companies
have to express their assets at current instead of historic prices at their balance sheets;
this is done, however without having to pay any taxes or only partial taxes on the capital
gains that become manifest in this way.
In Italy, the la[est revaluation was brought abou[ by Law 408 of 29 December 1990
(1991 Finance Act). It concerned buildings and areas zoned for construction. The amount
of the revaluation was subject to a special 16q tax. The new values will be the basis for
future depreciation. In Spain, similar legal revaluations were applied in 1964, 1979,
1980, 1981 and 1983.6~ The unrealized capital gains were exempted from tax. Portugal
too applies the ad-hoc revaluation of certain assets (plant and machinery). The most
recent revaluation took place in 1991.7~ Capital gains were exempted from tax but only
increased for 60qo [he fiscal depreciation base.
In the Netherlands, a net equity deduction is applied. It was in[roduced in 1981.8~
51 The measure was introducecJ by Law No. 197 of 18 May 1982 and abolished by law No. 217 of 10
April 1991.
6~ Decree 198511964, L.aw U 1979, L.aw 42l 1979, Law 74I1980 anJ l.aw 9I1983.
~ Decree-law 49~91 of 25 January 1991.
S~ Law of 24 June 1981.
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Every year a certain percentage of the net equity on historic cost basis is deducted. It is a
rough system, because the deduction rate and the inflation rate were never exactly linked.
In 1993 the deduction rate for companies to which the personal income tax applies was
1 qo . For companies that are taxed under the corporate income [ax, it is Oq .
4. EC practice and NED
The non-uniform, partial ad hoc base in which the EC countries adjust taxable profits for
inflation makes [he ques[ion to what exten[ NED approximates CPP a very relevant one.
If NED dces this rather well, the question arises whether NED would not be a good
system of inflation adjustment to replace the variety of systems that nowadays exist within
the EC.
3. A model to compare current purchasing power profit and net equity
deduction
3.1 StarNng poin~s
In the previous sections we described how inflation adjustment techniques can be
distinguished and what techniques are actually used in practice. In this section we will
compare two comprehensive systems, namely, current purchasing power profit (CPP) and
the net equity deduction (NED).
3.2 The ~heoretica! concep~
In order to analyse under what conditions NED approxima[es CPP, we will use the
following simple accounts:
Table 1.
Balance sheets on historic prices per 1-1.
Land Lh Equity
Buildings Bh Debt








Balance sheets on constant purchasing power basis per 1-1.
Land L` Equity E`




The two accounts apply to the satne company and are based on the following supposi-
tions:
1. In Table 1 all items are expressed at historic cost prices. This is denoted by the
superfix h. Table 2 is on constant purchasing power basis; therefore the superfix c is
used.
2. The value of land and equipment in Table 2 is equal to the valtte in Table 1 multip-
lied by the appropriate consumption price indexes. All assets besides buildings that
are depreciable are considered as equipment. According to this definition, not only
machines but also assets such as cars and office machines are part of the equipment.
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose, however, that equiptnent consists only of
machines.
3. Land represents assets that do not deteriorate physically.
4. As will be explained more in detail in section 4 we presume that concerning equip-
ment a vintage model is actual. However, to apply this supposition to buildings would
not be realistic. Nevertheless, we will depart in our analysis from some regularity of
investments in buildings. In particular: starting from a useful economic life of 40
years, we assume that there are always two identical buildings present that were
bought at intervals of 20 years. A company that started in year 0 therefore has in
year 40 a brand new and a 20 year-old-building. For each building there is a separate
replacement fund in which the depreciation charges on that building flow.9~ After 40
years [he sum of these charges is supposed to be large enough to finance a new build-
ing. The sum of the CPP values and the two replacement funds is denoted by B`. The
starting point in section 4 is that B` increases each year at the same rate as consump-
tion prices. This implies not only that each year the CPP depreciation charges flow
into the replacements funds, but also that the already accumulated funds increase
91 Of course we could also have assumed that there is only one replacement fund in which each year the
depreciation charges on both buildíngs Flow in order to finance each 20~h year a new building. This
altemative does lead to the same results when we simulate the differences between CPP and NED and
will be further neglected.
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annually at the rate of intlation in consutnption prices. (From now on the expression
rate of inflation rcfers to the rate of inflation in consumption prices.)
The buildings and the replacement funds are shown separately on the historic cost
balance sheet. Both will increase each year at a rate that is different from the rate of
inflation. The same applies to the sum of buildings and replacement funds.
5. Inventories have a turnover period of one year. They are fully used in the production
process on 31I12. Next 1-1 the inventories are brought back to the old level by way
of purchases. As a result, per 1-1 the value of inventories at historic and constant
purchasing power basis are equal; therefore Sh equals S`.
6. Monetary assets and debt are by definition equal on both bases because the price of
one guilder is always one guilder.
In the analysis of the difference between CPP and NED it was supposed that our company
would exist during a certain period and will then be sold. Concerning capital gains it was
assumed that these gains are only taxable when realized; this is when the whole company
or separate assets are sold. However, the last possibility has been made abstract in this
paper.
On the basis of these suppositions total taxable profit, the sum of the annual taxable
profits and the taxable capital gains, is equal according to CPP and NED if two conditi-
ons are mer. a) one has to express these profits and gains in constant consumption prices
and b) the time factor is neglected by simply adding up profits and gains without
discounting them. In other words: the equality implies that in real tenns the sum of the
differences in annual taxable profits is offset by the difference in taxable capital gains.
This can be also pressed in a formula: if after the sale of the company in period z E"Z is
left to the stockholders, CPP and NED will tax (E"Z - E`~ and (E"Z - EhZ) respectively as
capital gains. ~o~ In this case taxable capital gains in CPP are (E`Z - EhZ) lower as com-
pared to NED. It will be proved that in real terms this difference equals the (positive)
sum of the differences in annual taxable profi[s between CPP and NED. However, as
mentioned before, in this comparison the time factor is neglected. After analyzing the
annual differences in annual taxable profits, therefore, these differences were quantified
using a simulation for the years that the company exists. This makes clear how these
differences are distributed in time.
10) When a company is sold historic cost protit (and also NED) tax the amount lett to the equity owners
(E"~) minus the value of equity on historic cost basis (EhZ) as capital gains. CPP taxes E", minus the
value of equity on CPP basis (E`~). In this way historic cost protit taxes all capital gains. CPP taxes
those capital gains that aro real on the basis of the consumption price index.
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3. ~.1 Constani purchasin~~-puwcr profit.
The adjustments to annual historic cost profit which were necessary in order to arrive at
constant purchasing power profit were investigated. Corrections that, in comparison with
historic cost profit, lower the tax base have a- sign; increases have a f sign. The
correction excludes capital gains because these are assumed not to be taxed on an accrual
basis.
The total correction (C~) that has to be made in period t equals:
C~ - - f~.B`h~ - f~.S`~ - f~.M`~ -f- f~ .Dct - (Abct - Abh~) - (Ay`~ - Ayh~)
Erplanation.
(1)
~` f~.B~h~ stands for the decline in purchasing power of the replacement funds for buil-
dings. These funds are not explicitly mentioned in the CPP balance because there
they are a part of B`~. However, because of the monetary nature of these funds, their
CPP value equals the value on the historic cost basis.
~` At historic cost the use of inventories in the production process equals S`t. On the
CPP basis this has to be S`~.(I f f~). The increase in consumption prices in period t
has the symbol fi.
~` f.M`~ symbolizes the decline in purchasing power on behalf of monetary assets; f~.D`~
represents the decrease in the real value of debt because of inflation.
~` (Ab`i - A~h~) represents the dífference between depreciation on the CPP and HCP
basis for buildings. To calculate Ah`~ historic cost prices are int7ated with the con-
sump[ion price index. In a similar manner (Aq`~ - Ayh~) is calculated: the difference
between depreciation on CPP and HCP basis for equipment.
For (1) can also be written:
Ct - -ft.E`, f fi.B`~ ~- f~.L`i f fi.Q`i - f~.B`h~ - (Ah`i - Ahhi) - (Aq~i - Aqh~) (2)
On the basis of (2) the correction can be explained as follows: in economic terms annual
profit equals the increase in the value of equity before the distribution of dividends. To
calculate this increase on a real basis, the nominal increase of equity, f~.E`~, has to be
deducted from this increase. For the category land, however, this deduction is too large
because in our model capital gains are not taxed on an accrual basis. This correction is
also unnecessary for buildings and equipment; however depreciations and the replacement
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fund do, however have to be corrected for the rate of inflation.l l)
.3..3. 2 NED.
NED can also be explained as an adjustment of historic cost profit. The difference
between NED and HCP equals (-ft.El't).
2.3.3 A ~~ruplticul rt-prc~.ti~~n~u~iun.
In graph I the differences between the tax bases are illustrated. CPP - HCP represents the
difference between constant purchasing power and historic cost profit; NED - HCP [he
difference between NED and historic cost profit.
CPP - HCP
NED - HCP
Because CPP - HCP is equal to Ct (see eq. I and 2) this difference can be easily explai-
ned on the basis of (2) starting from the position that : ft.E`t - ft.L`t } ft.B~t } ft.Q`t.
In that case the difference between CPP and HCP becomes -(At"t - Abht) -(Aq`t - Ayht) -
ft.Brht. The higher the rate of inflation in year t and the past, the higher this difference
will be. Moving to the right it can be seen what happens when equity finance is substitu-
ted for debt finance.12j According to CPP there are less inflationary gains on debt
tt~ Implicitly it is assumed in this explanation that land, huildings and eyuipment are eyuity tinanced. If
L`i, B`~ and Q`i aro debt tinxncCCl f.L`~, f.B`i and f.Q`i roprosent the inflationary gains on that debt
which are taxable when CPP applies.
t 3) In the graph, the financial structure E`~l(E`~ t D`i) is the only variahle. Negative values for this
variable are not realistic for a long period but are, nevertheless, taken into consideration in order to
analyze the position of companies which have a negative equity value. Companies with a small positive
value for (E`ilE`~ t D`i) may have a negative Ehi because in times of inflation E`~ ~ Eh~ will hold.
Thus for a neeativc value and a small pusitivc value of Ei` NED will imply that an addition instead of
a deduction to HCP is actual.
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The rate at which this happens will be greater, [he higher the rate of inflation. Therefore
the line CPP - HCP will be steeper as a function of the rate of inflation.t3~
The difference between taxable profits on the basis of NED and HCP equals (-ft.Eh~.
Here again, moving to the right increases the difference when equity is substituted for
debt finance. Likewise this line is steeper the higher the rate of inflation in year t.ta)
Whether the line NED-HCP lies under (as depicted in the graph) or above the line CPP-
HCP depends on the concrete circumstances. To explain the following equality based on
table 1 and 2 will be used as a departure point:
-ft. Ect f ft. Lct f ft. B`t f f ft. Qct --f. Eht -f- f. Lht f f. Bht f f. Brht i- f. Qht (3)
In order to analyse the relation between CPP and NED (2) can be rewritten using (3) as:
C - f Eh - f Lh - f Bh - f Qh Abc Abh - A9`t - Ayhtt- ( r t r t r t r t)-( t t) ( ) (4)
On the basis of (4) and the NED correction (-ft.Eht) deductions can be made for the
difference between taxable profits according to CPP and NED:
CPPt - NEDt - fr(Lht -F-Bht} Qht) - (Abct - Abht) - (Aq`'t ' Ayht) (5)
The difference between CPP and NED depends, as can be seen in (5), on the level of past
investments in land, buildings and equipment (Lht, Bht, and Qht), the rate of inflation in
year t and the rate of intlation in the past (AI"t - Abht) and (Ay`t - Aqht). As a result, the
difference can be positive as well as negative. The financial structure of the company
does not have an influence on the difference; however, in relation to equity the impor-
tance of the difference increases as the relative importance of equity finance declines.
2.4 Total profits
Until now, the emphasis has been on the differences between CPP and NED annual
profits, without taking total profits, the sum of annual profits and capital gains, into
consideration. In order to detennine total protïts, it is assumed that at a given moment in
time (z) the company is sold. At that moment, according to earlier suppositions, capital
gains are taxable. As was previously mentioned capital gains according to CPP are (E`Z -
13)
14)
From (2) can be declucted that dCtld{E`tl(E`tfD`t)} --ft.(E`ttD`t).
For NED holds that J(NED~ - HCP~)Id{E`~~(E`~fD`,)}- -f,.(E`~tD`~). This relation is the same as the
relation for Ct. This implies that the absolute differcnce between NED and CPP is independent of the
financial structure. This is also demonstrated by (6).
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EhZ) lower [han these gains on the basis of NED.
It can be proved that the summation of the differences between the annual taxable
profits according to CPP and NED from the start of a company (period 0) to a period t
equals (E`t - Eht) when all differences are expressed in constant consumption prices (the
prices at 1-1 of period t). Therefore this relation will also hold for the period z in which
the company is sold. As a consequence, total profits in real terms are the same for CPP
and NED.
The difference (E~t - Eht) at the beginning of a period t equalsls):
E`t - Eht - ( E`t-1 - Eht-1)(1 fft-l) -~ ~ft-t.Lht-1 } ft-I.Qht-1 f f.Bht-I -
(Ay`t t - Aynt t) - (Aect t -A~ht-I))
From (5) follows thar.
(6)
CPPt-t - NEDt-~ - LfrLht-~ f trQht-I f f.Bht-I -(Ay~t-] - Ayht-I) - (A~`t-1 -Abht-l)~ (~)
ts~ From table I and 2 follows:





Lht - Lht-t (c)
For Q`t and Qh~ can be written:
Q`t - Q`t-t(1 f ft-t) - A9`t-t f Iyt (d)
Qht - Qht-t - A4ht-~ t lyt (e)
I9t represents the investments in eyuipment at current prices in period t.
By assumption:
B`t -6`t-I(ltf~-I) (t~
The sum of buildings at historic cost and the replacement tund in yrars that no new buildings are
purchased eyuals:
Bhc t B`~t - Bht-~ - Anht-t t B`~t-i(1 tft-t) t A~`c-t (8)
In years of investment in buildings the new investment minus the replecement tund has to be added in
(g). However this sum eyuals zero and is, therefore, omitted in (g). Thus in these years ( g) correctly
represents the sum of Bhc f B`h~.
By substituting b,c.d,e, f and g in a, (6) can be dr,ductecJ.
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Together, (6) and (7) imply that a too-low annual taxable protit when NED is applied
(CPPt-1 ~ NEDr-i) is reflected in a pro-tanto increase in the difference beiween E`r and
Enr. If the difference between E`r and Enr as a company starts is denoted as Fo and the
yearly differences between CPP and NED as Kr, then for every period t the following
relation holds true:
r-I r-1 r-]
E`r - Enr - Fo II (1 f f~) f Ko II(1 f fi) f Ki II(1 f fi)...fKr-t (8)
~-o i-i ~-2
When a company starts, Fo is zero because then E`o equals Eno As a result differences in
annual taxable profit will be reflected in a difference in taxable capital gains that in real
terms is the same.
4 The simulation.
4.1 Srarting poinrs fnr ihc: sirnulurion.
Our simulation of the difference between CPP and NED is based on the supposition that
for individual companies all assets and liabilities on the CPP balance increase each year at
the rate of inflation in consumption prices. As a consequence the structure of assets of
individual companies is constant in time; the same applies to the financial structure of the
companies.
The result of these suppositions is that the past and actual rates of inflation are the
only variables in the simulation model for individual firms. Of course, the model can also
analyse the impact of inflation on companies that have a different structure of assets and
liabilities.
In order to show what the suppositions imply (5) is rewritten as:
CPP - NED - fr.Lnr f[fr Bnr -(An`r - Annr)] ~ [fr.Qnr - ( Aq`r - Aqnr)] (5' )
It can be proved that when Q`r increases each year at the rate of inflation in consumption
prices, the same applies to Qnr. Moreover, this supposition implies that at constant
consumption prices machines are installed in a sequence of vintages for which the rate of
installation is constant in time. Furthermore, this situation must already exist for a period
of time that is equal to the service life of equipment. In that case each year the oldest
vintage is replaced by a new one that, abstracting from depreciation, has the same value
at constant consumption prices.
The supposition that the value of equipment on the CPP balance increases each year
at the rate f does not imply that a zero real rate of growth of investments is also assumed.
An increase of investments at current prices at the rate f can imply two things:
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at the rate f does not imply that a zero real rate of growth of investments is also assumed.
An increase of investments at current prices at the rate f can imply two things:
a. The volume of investments in equipment is constant in time and the inflation rates in
consumption (t) and equipment prices (TI) are always equal.
b. The rate of growth of the volume of investments in equipment (g) is positive and
always equal to the difference between the rate f and II. So g- f-II and, therefore,
the rate of growth of these investments in current prices will be equal to f(g-~-II-f).
In reality II c f t~~applies, so the supposition that investtnents in equipment in
current prices increase at the rate f does not imply that the real growth of these
investtnents is completely neglected.
From this point on, the supposition concerning equipment will be denoted as a
combination of an equal increase of conswnption and equipment prices without real
growth of investments. In the case of a constant rate of intlation it can be proved
mathematicallyt~i that this supposition barely influences the difference CPP - NED
compared with realistic assumptions concerning II, f and g. By way of a simulation can
be demonstrated that the same applies for a variable rate of inflation.
If the rate of inflation were constant in time our assumptions would imply that the
second term between square brackets in (5') is zero. This can be proved mathematical-
ly.tg) In our simulation, however, the value of this term is calculated on the basis of
the actual rate of intlatíon.
It is also presumed that the CPP value for buildings increases each year at the rate of
intlation. As was mentioned before, this value includes the so-called replacement funds.
As was explained previously a pertect-vintage model for buildings is not realistic. Thus
the first term between square brackets will not equal zero for a constant rate of inflation.
4.2 The more specific' assump~inns
As (5') shows, the differences between taxable profits on the basis of CPP and NED
are ultimately caused by a different treatment of equipment, buildings, and land. The
same applies to the differences in capital gains as can be deduced from table 1 and 2. The
magnitude of these differences have been simulated for a ten year period for three
patterns of inflation. One of these patterns is the average rate of inflation in consumption
I6)
l7)
In the Netherlands during the period 1961-1985, the rate of inFlation in consumption prices was 5,3
percenl a year. During [he same peri~xl, the price increasc uf machincs was 4,5 pcrccnt. The rate of
inflation for other kinds of Cctuipment was lower, e.g., 3.3 percent for transport vehicles and -0,5
percent tiir office equipment (Source: Netherlxnds Centrel Bureau of Statistics).
On thc hnsis of a vinta~.r model tiir ryuipment Ihis is provecl in Ihe appendix.
tKt s~ the appenclix.
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less dedined. ~~~ "f~he other patterns are ratcs of inflation that are, constant and increas-
ing in time respc;ctively.
Above the general starting points for our simulation have already been outlint:d. The
more specific assumptions will be explained below for the case of the actual EC-rate of
inflation during [he period 1981-1990. The specific assumptions are the following:
- Land was purchased in 1971. This is necessarily a rather arbitrary supposition
because the land the company owns per 1-1-1981 could have been bought in segments
at different points in the past.
- There are two buildings with a service life of 40 years. One building was purchased
in 1951; the other one in 1971. This assumption is likewise arbitrary. However, the
general tendency of the results of the simulation dces not depend on the choice of
these two specific years.
- The service life of eqttipment is ten years. Because it is supposed that a vintage
model is actual this implies that frotn 1971 on, the volume of investtnents in equip-
ment each year was the same.
- As the rate of inflation during the period 1971-1980 the average EC-rate during [hat
period is used. This rate of inflation is needed to calculate the CPP values of
buildings and land per 1-1 1980. As the oldest building was purchased in 1951 it is
also necessary to know the rate of inflation during the period 1951-1971. For this
period we have set the rate and pattern of intlation equal to those for the period 1971-
1990. Zo)
For the case of a constant and increasing rate of inflation the same time pattern of
investments in land, buildings, and equipment are assumed. As a constant rate of inflation
a rate of 6 percent is used. This rate equals the average rate of inflation during the period
1981-1990. This rate is also supposed to be actual during the 30 years that preclude our
LO year simulation period.
For the case of an increasing rate of inflation the average EC-rate of inflation is used.
More specifically the average EC-rates of inflation for the period 1971-1990, the ten
years of the simulation and the decade before, have been positioned in an increasing
order. The same rates and pattern are supposed to apply for the 20 years before that
correspond with the period 1951-1970.
19~ This period can also be descrihecJ as one in which the inflation rate at tirst Jeclined in time and then
rose again at the end ofthe period.
20) This rate of inflation was ahout 25c-points higher than the rate for the major EC-counMes (Italy,
Germany, United Kingdom, France) during the period given (see Abnus Maddisson, Dynamic Forces
in Capitalist Developments, p.304-307). However, this barely inFluences the results of the simulation.
For instance, the differonce IKtwern capital gains on huildings on thc basis of CPP and NED as a
percentage of B`i are ahout 0.5 Sc-points overostimated.
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4.3 The rc~sults.
Firstly, the annual differences between the CPP and NED taxable profits and capital gains
will be presented. Taxable capital gains are defined as the gains that would be taxable if
the company was sold at the end of the year. More specifically, the difference in capital
gains represents the extra capital gains that are taxed under NED in comparison with
CPP. The above-mentioned differences are independent of the financial structure of the
company. To express this, these differences are related to the CPP value of total capital
(equity plus debt) of the companies (table 3).
Differences in annual profits.
The differences in annual taxable profits (table 3, 4-7) and capital gains (table 3, 8-I1)
are first shown for equipment, buildings, and land, separately. "fhe calculations are done
as if each of thcm was the only assct on the balance sheet. lJnder ""I'otal" the results are
mentioned for a balance sheet with equipment, buildings, land, inventories, and monetary
assets. They all represent 20 percent of total assets. When the shares of the respective
assets in the total assets are changed, a different weighted average will result; in other
words the overall differences depend on the composition of the assets on the balance
sheets.
The results for annttal profits can be surnmarized as follows:
- For a constant rate of inflation the differences in annual taxable profits between CPP
and NED are zero for equipment. Because the differences for buildings and land are
positive the same applies to the total differences.
- For a decreasing rate of intlation (the EC-pattern)21~ the differences for equipment
are negatíve. This means that the CPP-adjustments are greater than the NED-
adjustments. These negative differences cornpensate for the positive building and land
results which, in turn, results in a small total negative or positive difference.
- For an increasing rate of inFlation all separate differences are positive (the NED-
adjustments are greater) whích leads to relatively large total differences.
Zt~ In tables 3, 4, and 5 the tigures of the years in which inFlation decrea.~d (1981-1986 and 1990) are
printed in lxild print.
IS
Tunr~~ 3.
The differences between CPP and NED in annual tax bases (4)-(7) and capital gains (8)-
(11) (as a percentage of total capital CPP value).
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (~ (8) (9) (10) (ll)
Constram ratc of in(lation
1 6.0 6.0 0.0 ?.5 3.2 1.13 -15.2 -26.6 -47.3 -I7.82
2 6.0 6.0 0.0 ?.S 3.0 1.09 -15.2 -26.1 -50.3 -18.31
3 6 A 6.0 (LU 2.S 2.ri 1.07 -15.2 -25.4 -53.1 -f8.74
4 6 A 6.0 OA 2.S 2.6 1.03 -15.2 -24.6 -SS.N -19.11
5 6.0 6.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 I.01 -15.2 -23.8 -58.3 -19.42
6 6.0 4.0 0.0 2.5 2.4 0.98 -15.2 -22.6 -60.7 -19.68
7 6.0 6.0 0.0 2.6 2.2 0.96 -15.2 -21.4 -62.7 -19.89
8 6.0 6.0 0.0 2.6 2.1 0.94 -15.2 -20.1 -65.0 -20.05
9 6.0 6.0 0.0 2.6 2.0 0.92 -15.2 -I8.7 -67.0 -20.17
10 6.0 6.0 0.0 2.7 1.9 0.91 -15.2 -17.2 -68.8 -20.25
Dwreasing ratt of inllation (EC intlation 1971-1990)
81 6.3 11.7 11.3 4.9 3.9 I.83 -25.2 -34.5 -fi(i.4 -25.20
82 6.3 10,4 -11.5 4.2 3.2 1.38 -24.6 -33.7 -69.6 -25.58
83 9.0 8.1 -1.6 3.11 2.3 11.74 -23.1 -325 -71.8 -25.4R
84 14.3 6.8 -1.9 2.3 1.8 11.43 -21.1 -31.U -73.6 -25.16
85 13.3 5.5 -2.2 1.5 IA 11.14 -19.11 -29A - 75.0 -24.67
86 11.2 3.2 -3.1 O.U 11.8 -OAS -15.8 -275 - 75.8 -23.82
87 II.I 3.2 -2.4 0.1 0.7 -0.30 -13.5 -25.6 -76.5 -23.11
88 8.6 3.4 -1.7 0.3 O.ri -0.11 -11.8 -23.7 -77.3 -22.55
89 10.2 4.6 -0.3 I? IA 0.38 -II.S -31.ri -7N.3 -22.30
90 12.9 4.2 -11.4 1.0 11.9 11.31 -I1.2 -19.R -79.2 -22.02
Incroasing ralc of in0ation
I 3.2 8.6 1.4 4? 4.8 2.O6 -18.0 -2i.9 -44.2 -17.63
2 3.2 9.0 I 2 4.4 4.6 2.04 -19.1 -26.0 -48.8 -18.80
3 3.4 10.2 I.S 5.2 4.7 2.27 -20.6 -25.9 -53.6 -20.03
4 4.2 10.4 I.I 5.2 4.4 2.15 -21.7 -25.7 58.0 -2L07
5 4.6 II.1 I.I 5.6 4.2 2.19 -22.9 -25.2 -62.2 -22.03
6 5.5 11.2 0.8 5.7 3.8 2.06 -23.7 -24.4 fi6.0 -22.81
7 63 11.7 0.8 6A 3.6 2.07 -24.5 -23.5 -69.5 -23.50
R 6.3 13.9 I.I 6.ri 3.S 2.28 -25.6 -22.5 -73.0 -24.21
9 6.8 I3-3 I.0 7.1 3? 2 25 -26.6 -21.2 -76.2 -24.78
10 8.1 I-1.3 I.I 7.ri 3.(1 2.3Y -27.6 -IY.B -79.2 -25.32
(I) Ycars of tht simulation peri~xl, (2) anJ (3) the inllation Juring thc 10 ycars bcforc anJ wilhin the simulation pcrioJ, rcspectively (4)
EquipmenL ( 5) Buildings. (b) LanJ, (7) Total, (8) Equipment, (9) Buildings, (10) LanJ, (I I) Total.
That the annual differences between the CPP and NED tax base are independent of
the financial structure does not imply that the same is true of the differences CPP - HCP
l6
and NED - HCP (both as a percentage of total capital). In faet, these differences are
intluenced by the tïnancial structure (see section 3.3.3) but this intluence is cancelled out
when one compares CPP and NED.'-'-~
The results for capital gains.
The differences in capital gains are always negative for the three assets. This means that
capital gains arc higher under NGD than under CPP.23~ The differences are substantial.
As was demonstrated above, the differences in capital gains and annual profits are
cancelled out at constant consumption prices if one neglects time preferences. If one dces
not abstractify for time preference it has to be concluded that companies (equity holders)
will prefer NED above CPP because in time the advantages concerning annual profits will
outweigh the disadvantages concerning capital gains.
The impact of the financial structure and the tax rate.
As was stated before, the differences between CPP and NED as a percentage of total
capital do not depend on the financial structure of the company. However, if we want to
express the differences as a percentage of equity the tinancial structure becomes relevant.
For instance, if equity is 20, 33.3, or 50 percent of equity plus debt the figures from
table 3 have to be multiplied by 5, 3, and 2, respectively. As a consequence, the
importance of the choice between CPP and NED increases when one considers inflation
adjustment desirable for a fair treatment of equity holders.
The importance of an inflation adjustment to equity holders also depends on the tax
rate. Therefore, calculations for the EC-pattern of inflation have been done to indicate
which impact CPP and NED have on the annual post-tax rate of return on [he CPP
value of equity. To calculate this the Dutch tax rate on companies of 35 percent was
used. This rate is also representative of other western countries. Three differences in the
post-tax rate of return are calculated: NED-HCP, CPP-HCP, and CPP-NED (table 4).
Looking at the differences between CPP and NED for the total company (see 4, 7, 10 and
13 in table 4) it can be seen that NED is a reasonable approximation of CPP for the EC
pattern of inflation. This is true for all equityltotal capital ratios in particular the higher
values.
'-2~ If starting from tixed total capital eyuity decreases and deht increa~es NED will give lass deduction on
HCP due to less eyuity. CPP gives a smaller deduction on HCP due to an increase in taxable
inflationary gains. These two effects have the same sign and are of the same magnitude.
'-3~ Compared with HCP this has as a cause that taxahlc capital gains according to CPP and NED are
respectively lower and the samC.
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Table 4.
Thc dif(ercnces in Uc post tex rate of rcturn to aquiry (CPP vslue, parcemage) betwecn NED and HCP, CPP and HCP, CPP and NED
for 4 equity~wtal capital retins (20R,, 40~, 60 X~ and 80`k') on the basis o( the EC in0ation and a ux rete of 35 S6.
20R 409n 6096 805s:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (b) ('7) (8) (9) (10) (1 q (12) (13)
NED- CPP- CPP- NED- CPP- CPP- NED- CPP- CPP- NED- CPP- CPP-
HCP HCP NED HCP HCP NED HCP HCP NED HCP HCP NED
Equipment:
81 -0.89 - 1.39 -0.SO 1j9 1.14 -0.2S 2.IS 1.98 -0.17 2S3 2.40 -0.l3
S2 -0.SS - 0.02 0.83 1.22 1.64 0.41 L92 2.19 0.28 2.26 2.47 0.21
83 -0.61 2.I5 2.76 1.0U 2.38 IJ8 IS4 2.46 0.92 L81 2S0 0.69
84 -0.35 3.00 3.34 0.94 2.61 1.67 1.37 2.49 1.11 I.S9 1.42 0.83
8S -0.11 3.76 3.86 0.86 2.79 1.93 1.18 2.47 139 1.34 2.31 0.97
S6 0.06 5.50 5.45 O.S7 3.29 2.72 0.74 2S6 1.82 0.83 2.19 196
87 0.22 4.43 4.20 0.65 2.76 2.10 0.80 2.20 1.40 0.87 1.92 I.OS
88 0.36 3.27 2.89 0.76 2.21 1.45 0.89 1.86 0.96 0.96 1.68 0.72
89 0.63 1.20 0.57 I.OS 1.37 0.29 1.24 1.43 0.19 1.31 1.46 0.14
90 O.bU L2l O.bl 1.01 1.31 OJI 1.14 1.35 0.20 1.21 1.36 O.IS
Buildings:
81 -2.73 - 11.33 -8.61 U.47 -3.83 -4.30 1.54 -1.33 -2.87 2.07 -11.08 -2.I5
82 -2.39 -9.71 -7J3 ILJS -3.21 -3.66 1.40 - 1.04 -2.4J 1.88 0.04 -L83
83 -1.79 -7.113 -5.2J 11.41 -2.211 -2.62 1.15 -OS9 -1.75 I.S2 0.21 -1.31
S4 -1.39 -5,38 -3.99 0.42 -L57 -1.99 1.02 -031 -1.33 132 OJ3 -1.00
SS -1.00 -3.117 -2.fi9 Q.41 -0.9J -IJS O.RR -0.02 -0.90 L11 0.44 -0.67
86 -O.SI -0.67 -0.17 U.29 0.21 -0.08 0.55 OSO -0.06 0.69 O.bS -0.114
67 -0.41 -0.65 -0.25 0.34 0.22 -0.12 O.S9 0.51 -0.08 0.71 Ob5 -0.06
BS -0.32 -0.90 -0.58 0.42 0.13 -0.29 0.66 0.47 -0.19 0.76 0.64 -0.14
89 -0.28 -2.45 -2.17 0.63 -0.46 -1.08 0.93 0.21 -0.72 I.OS 0.5q -0.54
90 -0.12 -1.91 -1.78 0.64 -0.25 -0.89 0.90 0.31 AS9 1.03 O.SS -0.45
Land:
81 -7.75 - 14.66 -6.88 -1.06 -5.511 -3.44 -0.15 -2.44 -2.29 0.80 -0.92 -1.72
82 -7.65 -13.19 -554 -2.17 4.95 -2.77 -0.35 -2.20 -1.SS 0.56 -0.82 -1.38
83 -bS0 - 10.49-3.99 -1.94 -3.93 -1.181 -0.42 -1.75 - 1J3 0.34 -0.fi6 -1.00
84 -5.77 - 8.91 -3.14 -1.77 -3.34 - IS7 -0.44 - 1.49 -1.OS 0.23 -OS6 -0.78
85 -0.89 - 7.30 -2.41 -1.53 -2.74 -L20 0.41 -1.21 -0.80 0.15 -0.46 -0.60
86 -2.98 -4.34 -1.36 -0.95 -1.63 -0.68 -0.27 -0.72 -0.45 0.07 -0.27 -0.34
87 -3.03 -4.34 -1.31 -0.97 -1.63 -0.66 -0.29 -0.72 -0.44 0.06 -0.27 -0.33
88 -3:?5 -4.60 -1.35 -I.OS -1.73 -0.68 -0.32 -0.77 -0.4S O.OS -0.29 -0.34
89 -4.41 -6.16 -I.75 -1.44 -2.31 -0.87 -0.44 -1.03 -0.SS O.OS -0.38 -0.43
90 J.11 -5.64-IS3 -IJS -2.12 -0.77 -0.43 -0.94 -0.SI 0.03 -0.35 -0.38
Tolal-at:
BI -2.2R -5.48 -3.20 -0.04 - 1.64 -1.60 0.71 -0.36 -1.07 2.55 1.75 -0.80
82 4.18 -4.58 -2,14 - 0.10 -1.30 - 1.20 0.59 -0.21 -0.80 2.26 1.66 -0.60
83 -1.76 -3.07 -1.29 -0.10 -0.75 - 0.65 0.46 0.02 -0.43 1.76 1.46 -0.32
84 -1.50 -2.26 -0.7fi - 0.08 -0.46 A.38 039 0.14 -0.25 lS2 1.33 -0.19
85 -1.20 -1.34 -0.25 -0.05 -0.18 -0.12 0.33 0.25 -0.08 1.25 1.19 -0.06
86 -0.69 O.10 0.79 -0.02 OJ7 0.39 0.20 0.47 OS6 0.75 0.95 020
87 -0.64 -0.II 0.57 0.00 0.27 0.26 0.22 0.40 0.18 0.76 0.89 0.13
88 -0.64 -0.45 0.19 0.03 0.12 0.10 0.25 0.31 0.06 0.82 0.87 O.OS
89 -0.81 - 1.48 -0.67 0.06 -0.2R -0.33 0.35 0.12 -0.22 L11 0.94 -0.17
90 -0.73 - t.27 -ILSJ 0.06 -0.21 -0.27 0.32 O.I4 -0.18 1.02 0.88 -0.14
24) The differences for eyuipment, buildings and land are multiplied by 0.2 ( their share in total assets)
and added together. The differences for inventories and monetary assets do no[ con[ribute to the total
difference as they aro zero.
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However, NED approxilnates CPP only to a limited extent for an increasing and a
constant rate of intlation.'-5) This can be concluded from the differences in the post-tax
of return to equity for the total company. This is particular true when equity has a low
share in total capital (see table 5). It is, however, important to emphasize that in these
cases NED shows a higher post-tax rate of return [han CPP.
From a policy point of view it is not just the difference between CPP and NED
which is important. Equally important is what happens when a HCP system is replaced by
NED or CPP. Except for the 20 and 40 q equity ratios a higher post-tax rate of return
on equity of the total company would have resulted for the EC-pattern of inflation (see
table 4). The same holds true for the two other inflation patterns.2ó) In addition CPP
only taxes real capital gains while NED taxes capital gains in [he same fashion as HCP.
Tuhlc~ S.
The difference between the CPP and NED post tax-rate of return on equity (CPP value,
percentage) for three types of inflation [decreasing (EC inflation), constant and increa-
sing] and four financial structures (equity~total capital ratio 20, 40, fi0, and 80 percent)
and a tax rate of 35 ~.
20 K~ 40 ~~ 60 `Z. NO `~
D~~ Con In~ Dec Con In. Dce Cun Ine Dec Con Inc
I -3.20 -2.37 -3.60 -Lfill -1.18 -I.80 -Lf17 -0.79 -1.20 -U.RO -0.59 -0.90
2 -2.41 -L91 -3.57 -1.211 -0.95 -1.79 -0.811 -0.64 -1.19 -0.60 -0.48 -0.89
3 -1.29 -I.R7 -3.97 -ILfiS -0.94 -1.99 -11.43 -0.62 -1.32 -0.32 -0.47 -0.99
4 -11.76 -1.80 -3.76 -11.38 -0.90 -I.8R -11.25 -0.60 -1.25 -11.19 -0.45 -0.94
5 -U.25 -1.77 -3.ri3 -11.12 -O.Nri -1.92 -ILOS -0.59 -1.2R -11.116 -0.44 -0.96
6 0.79 -1.72 -3.60 U.39 -O.ri6 -I.xO 11.26 -O.S7 -1.20 f1.211 -0.43 -0.90
7 0.53 -1.6ri -3.62 0 ?6 -0.R4 -I.81 U.Iri -0.56 -1.21 0.13 -0.42 -0.91
S 0.19 -1.65 -3.99 O.IU -O.R2 -2.00 0.06 -O.Sí -1.33 0.05 -0,41 -I.W
9 -0.67 -L61 -3.94 -0.33 -0.81 -1.97 0.22 -O.g4 -L31 -O.I7 -0.40 -0.9R
10 -0.54 -1.59 -4.18 -0.27 -0.80 -2.09 -O.1R -0.53 -1.39 -O.14 -0.40 -I.OS
'-5~ In these cases, the differences txtween CPP and NED take the same sign fiir eyuipment, land and
buildings. For the EC-pattern of inflation, the sign for cctuipment differs from those for the other two
assets (see tables 3 and 4).
26) These results arC not given in this paper but can be found in 1.Ch.Caanen. Innation and the fiscal
concept of profit. (Inflatie en het fiscalc winsthegrip), Dissertation, Tilhurg, 1992.
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5. Conclusions
As the post tax rate of return on equity is taken as the criterion it can concluded that CPP
is quite adequately approximated by NED when intlation decreases in time. The differen-
ce in the post rate of return can be positive as well as negative. The approximation is less
adequate for a constant and an increasing rate of inflation. However, in these cases NED
implies a higher rate of return. For all inflation patterns it holds that NED approximates
CPP more closely the higher the equityltotal capital ratio is.
Taxable capital gains on the sale of a company are considerably higher for NED in
comparison with CPP. However, companies generally are compensated for this by lower
annual taxable profits; an advantage that, in time, precludes the disadvantage concerning
capital gains.
From a policy point ot view, of course, the effects of replacing HCP by NED are
relevant. Then, the conclusion is that NED can result in a higher but also in a lower post-
tax rate of return. The lower rate is linked to low equityltotal capital ratios. Taxable
capital gains are not influenced by the introduction of NED in a HCP situation.
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Appendix
In this appendix it will be demonstrated tha[ [(f.Qqh~ -(Aq`~ - Aqh~)] equals zero when the
rate of growth of investments in equipment at current prices (I9~) equals f and is constant
in time. As was shown before (g-f-II) and (g-O;f-II) imply an annual increase at the
rate f.
If depreciation is proportional at the rate d to the value of equipment and g and II are
constant in time, then the value of equipment at historic cost prices can be stated as:
Qhi - Iqo(lf~r)`(lfg)` ~- (1-d)Iqo(lfa)`-~(lfg)i-~ ...-F (1-d)`lyo (1)
If it is assumed that inveshnents have an intïnite lifetime it can be stated that for t~ o0
Qnt - Iyo(1 f~)`(1 f g)t ~ e`(-~-x-~)dt
„
- Iq~(1 f~r)`(1 fg)` -1 ec(-d-~r-~~l ~`
d}~tg J o
- I`to(I -~~r)`(1 fg)`
~ 1 ~
(2)
On the basis of the supposed proportional rate of depreciation, t~~ implies that each
year the oldest vintage of equipment will be replaced by a new one so that a vintage
model is actual.
For Q`~, the value of equipment at current consumption prices it can be stated that:
Q`c - Iy~(I-~~r)`(1-~g)` f (1-d)Iy~,(If~r)`-~(1-~t)(lfg)`-~.....
f (1-d)`I9~,(Iff)`
d}~tg
- I9o(1 f~r)`(1 f g)~ ( e~(-d-~ f r-~)dt
Jo
- Iqo(I ~-a)`(1 fg)`







Aqhi - d.Qhi (4)
and
Aq`~ - d.Q`~
from ( 2) and (3) follows that
[f.Qhi -(Aq`i - Ayhi)]
- Iqo(lf-~r)~(1~-g)~ ~




This difference is equal to zero when investments in equipment grow yearly at the rate f.
Above, it was shown that this is actual when g-0 and u-f or when g-f-a. From (6) it
results that in both cases the zero outcome is actual.
In reality g will be positive; as a rule the increase of consumption price will be
higher than the increase of equipment prices.271 However g- f-~r does not have to
hold. Therefore, in table 6 the results for (6) for some cases in which g- f- x dces not
apply are given. In this table, the difference ((f.Qht -(Ay`~ - Aqh~)] is expressed as a
percentage of Q`~.
Tuble 6.
[(f.Qh~ -(Ay`~ - Ayh~)] as a percentage of Q`~ for d- 0, l.
f-0,05 a-0,02 f-0,03 a-0,02 f-0,03 ~r-0,02
g - 0,01 -0,76qo -0,25 0
g - 0,02 -0,35 0 0,21
g- 0,03 0 0,21 0,4
g- 0,04 0,31 0,4 0,56
From table 6, it can be concluded that the supposition g- f- a will hardly result in other
figures for the difference CPP - NED than can be calculated on more realistic suppositi-
ons.
27~ See note 16.
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